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SCOREBOARD

Bangladesh Innings
Liton Das c Nurse b Williams 61
Tamim Iqbal c Williams b Brathwaite 21
Soumya Sarkar c Powell b Paul 5
Mushfiqur Rahim c wkpr Ramdin b Brathwaite 12
Shakib al Hasan c Nurse b Paul 24
Mahmudullah not out 32
Ariful Haque not out 18
Extras (lb-4, nb-1, w-6) 11
Total (20 overs, 5 wickets) 184
Fall of wickets: 1-61 (Tamim Iqbal), 2-66 (Soumya Sarkar), 3-97
(Mushfiqur Rahim), 4-102 (Liton Das), 5-146 (Shakib al Hasan)
Did not bat: Nazmul Islam, Abu Hider, Rubel Hossain, Mustafizur
Rahman
Bowling: S. Badree 3-0-23-0, A. Nurse 3-0-31-0, A. Russell 3-0-
36-0 (1w), C. Brathwaite 4-0-32-2 (3w), K. Paul 3-0-26-2 (1w), K.
Williams 4-0-32-1 (1nb, 1w)

West Indies Innings
C. Walton c (sub) Sabbir Rahman b Soumya Sarkar 19
A. Fletcher c Nazmul Islam b Mustafizur Rahman 6
M. Samuels b Shakib al Hasan 2
R. Powell c Abu Hider b Mustafizur Rahman 23
D. Ramdin b Rubel Hossain 21
A. Russell c Ariful Haque b Mustafizur Rahman 47
C. Brathwaite c (sub) Sabbir Rahman b Abu Hider 5
A. Nurse not out 0
Extras (b-4, lb-3, w-5) 12
Total (17.1 overs, 7 wickets) 135
Fall of wickets: 1-26 (Fletcher), 2-30 (Walton), 3-32 (Samuels), 4-77
(Ramdin), 5-96 (Powell), 6-128 (Brathwaite), 7-135 (Russell)
Did not bat: K. Paul, K. Williams, S. Badree
Bowling: Abu Hider 3-0-28-1, Rubel Hossain 4-0-28-1, Mustafizur
Rahman 3.1-0-31-3 (1w), Nazmul Islam 0.3-0-2-0, Soumya Sarkar
2.3-0-18-1 (4w), Shakib al Hasan 4-0-22-1.

Result: Bangladesh won by 19 runs on the DLS Method

LAUDERHILL, United States: Scoreboard of the deciding final fix-
ture of the three-match T20 International Series between the West
Indies and Bangladesh at the Central Broward Stadium in Florida on
Sunday.

LONDON: Brazilian international Willian has given
Chelsea a huge boost by committing his future to the
Premier League giants as the futures of Thibaut
Courtois and Eden Hazard remain in doubt. Willian was
also linked with a move away from Stamford Bridge,
but Chelsea rebuffed offers from Barcelona earlier in
the transfer window and the appointment of Maurizio
Sarri to replace Antonio Conte as manager appears to
have eased any desire to leave from the winger.

After Chelsea’s FA Cup final win in Conte’s final
game in charge, Willian, who had been left on the
bench, posted a picture on Instagram with the Italian
blocked out by three trophy emojis in a picture of the
whole team celebrating. “I’m a Chelsea player,” Willian
told ESPN Brasil. “I always made it clear that what I
wanted was to stay in the club. “The only club I knew
that really made an official offer for me was Barcelona.
“But I have my head here and I intend to continue in
the club unless the club wants to sell me. But my head
is here in the club.”

Willian’s compatriot and team-mate David Luiz has
urged Belgian duo Courtois and Hazard to also stay put
after starring for their country at the World Cup.
Courtois, 26, has a year remaining on his contract and
has been repeatedly linked with a move to Real
Madrid. Chelsea risk losing him for a reduced fee in
January or for free next summer. The former Atletico
Madrid stopper has repeatedly stated his desire to
move closer to his two children in the Spanish capital.
Hazard, whose deal expires in 2020, has stalled over a
new contract offer and has long been the subject of
speculation over a move to Real.

“Chelsea wants for the best players to stay,” said
Luiz. “They know Chelsea a lot, so they know what
they’ve had here, the fun they’ve had here. Everybody
loves them and I hope they can stay.” Sarri said he
would sanction Courtois’ departure if the goalkeeper
expresses a desire to leave following Sunday’s
Community Shield defeat to Manchester City. The
transfer window for incoming players to Premier
League clubs closes this Thursday, but Luiz is adamant
the Blues have enough quality even if Courtois and
Hazard go. “I want them to stay, because we have top
players with the confidence,” Luiz said. “If they decide
to leave, I think we will continue with fantastic players.”
Luiz himself was sidelined by injury and a fallout with
Conte for most of last season.

But after starting on Sunday, Luis insists he never
contemplated leaving Chelsea for a second time and is
now keen to show he can be a key figure for Sarri. “I
was just working and trying to do my best,” Luiz
added. “Everybody has the opportunity, you just have
to show him character, physical quality, technical quali-
ty, so since the first day I’m trying to do that.” The 59-
year-old Italian’s style has been likened to Pep
Guardiola’s. But while City gave the Catalan time to
adjust in his first season in England, there is precious
little time for Sarri. “I hope we can understand it quick-
ly and can fight for all the titles,” Luiz said. “When you
play for a big club you have to be ready to try to fight
for the titles, and we’re going to fight for that.”—AFP 
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LAUDERHILL: Bangladesh withstood a withering
assault from Andre Russell to complete a series-clinch-
ing 19-run victory on the DLS Method over the West
Indies in the rain-affected deciding final fixture of their
three-match T20 International Series on Sunday. Russell
smashed 47 off just 21 deliveries with six towering sixes
and one four to keep the Caribbean side in with a
chance of surpassing Bangladesh’s formidable total of
184 for five at Central Broward Stadium. However his
dismissal at the start of the 18th over, giving left-arm
seamer Mustafizur Rahman his third wicket of the
innings, effectively sealed the result in favor of
Bangladesh.

Russell’s departure at 135 for seven off 17.1 overs was
immediately followed by a sharp shower which ended
any further prospect of play although there was little
chance of the West Indies getting anywhere close to the
target off a full 20 overs with all their big-hitters gone.
Having been thrashed in both Tests at the start of the
tour, this T20 series triumph follows on the 2-1 success
in the One-Day International contest for the Asian side.
Their formidable total was set up by a career-best effort
from Liton Das. Das set the tone at the top of the order
for his team after captain Shakib al Hasan chose to bat
first with a blistering innings of 61 off just 32 balls with
six fours and three sixes.

He earned the “Man of the Match” award and stole
the show from his more experienced and prolific open-
ing partner, Tamim Iqbal, in an opening stand of 61 off
just 4.4 overs. Along the way the pair registered the
fastest-ever fifty by Bangladesh in T20 International
cricket off only 21 deliveries as they tore into the spin of
Samuel Badree and Ashley Nurse before also putting
the pace of Russell to the sword. It took the introduction
of captain Carlos Brathwaite to engineer the break-
through when he had Tamim caught at short fine-leg for
21 while Keemo Paul removed Soumya Sarkar cheaply
for the second consecutive match to pull the West
Indies back into contention. 

Brathwaite also accounted for Mushfiqur Rahim
while Kesrick Williams ended the rampaging knock of
Liton as the Bangladesh innings stuttered when it

seemed a total in excess of 200 was assured. However
an unbeaten 32 from Mahmudullah and an unbroken 38-
run sixth-wicket stand with Ariful Haque ensured that
Bangladesh got up to a competitive total. West Indies
replaced out-of-form opener Evin Lewis with the hard-
hitting Chadwick Walton at the top of the order in their
only change for this match but it failed to have the
desired effect.

‘Tremendous effort’ 
Walton and opening partner Andre Fletcher fell

cheaply, as did the experienced Marlon Samuels, who
was bowled by a shooter from Shakib. “This was a
tremendous team effort and will give us a lot of confi-
dence moving forward,” said a delighted Shakib, who
was named “Man of the Series.” “Now we need to build

on this performance, in both the ODI’s and T20’s, when
we return home to be more consistent and competitive
against the big teams.” Wicketkeeper-batsman Denesh
Ramdin put on 45 runs for the fourth wicket with all-
rounder Rovman Powell but it was the arrival of Russell
at the fall of Ramdin’s wicket which revived a flagging
West Indies. He threatened to win the match off his own
bat even with wickets continuing to fall around him but
a miscued straight hit off a Mustafizur full-toss resulted
in the catch at long-off by Ariful and the subsequent
Bangladeshi celebrations. “I didn’t think it was our
smartest batting effort,” said Brathwaite in assessing his
team’s performance in the run-chase. “Our bowlers
pulled it back very well when it looked as if they would
have gotten to 220 but we just couldn’t execute with the
bat as a team when it mattered.”— AFP 

Bangladesh seal T20 series with 
19-run victory over West Indies 

Russell smashes 47 off just 21 deliveries 

FORT LAUDERDALE: Bangladesh’s players pose with the trophy after winning the 3rd and final T20i match against
West Indies at Central Broward Regional Park Stadium in Fort Lauderdale on August 5, 2018. — AFP 

MELBOURNE: Former Japan midfielder Keisuke Honda
has signed with Melbourne Victory for the 2018/19
season, the A-League champions said yesterday. The
former AC Milan player bowed out of international soc-
cer after Japan’s exit from the last 16 at the World Cup
in Russia, having represented the nation 98 times and
scored 37 goals. Honda’s signing is a coup for Victory
after the departure of stalwart striker Besart Berisha
and a bonus for the Australian league which has strug-
gled to lure world class talent.

“I’m so happy to join the club,” Honda, wearing a
Melbourne Victory shirt, said from Los Angeles in an
interview with local broadcaster Fox Sports. “I think
Melbourne Victory is the best club in Australia. I am
honored. I will make the club win. I have confidence, I
will help the team as much as I can. “I’m an ambitious
person and I always work my best, so let’s make it hap-
pen.” National governing body Football Federation
Australia confirmed it would make a significant contri-

bution to Honda’s multi-million dollar salary out of its
marquee fund.

“The marquee fund ... was set up for just this pur-
pose,” A-League boss Greg O’Rourke told a media
conference in Melbourne. “We set out about three
months ago with only two or three names (in consider-
ation), one of those was Keisuke Honda. “It’s fantastic
that we take this next step to bring Asia to the A-
League.” Osaka-born 32-year-old Honda, a set piece
maestro capable of playing across the forward line,
underlined his class with a goal against Senegal at the
World Cup, which made him his nation’s only player to
score at three of the global showpieces.

He said his agent brother had told him of Victory’s
interest a week after the World Cup but he had never
thought of continuing his career Down Under. “I could-
n’t believe that because I am a Japanese and I never
thought I would play in Australia in my career,” said the
bleach blond playmaker, whose last club stint was with
Mexican side Pachuca. “I checked a couple of things.
Melbourne Victory is the most successful club in the A-
league in the last 13 years, they became champions
many times, I am proud of this kind of club.

“Also the manager Kevin (Muscat), he is a really
nice guy when I talked with him. “He has a big, big
passion. I love it, so I think that reason was also why I
decided to play with the club.” Muscat coached
Victory to a record fourth A-League title last season

and said he was convinced Honda could make a big
contribution. “He’s a hugely driven individual as no
doubt many people have seen over the years in his
career,” Muscat told reporters. “From a football side
of things who can contribute and contribute heavily to
my team and the competition was the most defining
thing for me. “He’s still got so much more to offer in
relation to football.”— Reuters
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HONG KONG: Renato Augusto earned
Beijing Guoan a share of the points as
Sunday’s top-of-the-table clash with
Shandong Luneng ended in a 1-1 draw
that allowed Roger Schmidt’s side to
hold on to pole position in the Chinese
Super League. The Brazilian’s curling
free kick five minutes from the end of
the first half cancelled out Diego
Tardelli’s fifth-minute effort to ensure
Beijing retained their one-point lead
over Shandong at the top of the stand-
ings. “We actually created a lot of
chances to win but we wasted them and
that’s a pity,” said Augusto. “But I don’t
want to blame the offence or the
defense, because Shandong played very
well today.”

Beijing’s draw with Shandong allowed
defending champions Guangzhou
Evergrande to move to within three
points of the summit as Fabio
Cannavaro’s side picked up their fourth
win in a row since the post-World Cup
resumption with a 4-2 win over cross-
city rivals Guangzhou R&F. R&F took
the lead-the first time Evergrande have
conceded since the Super League
restarted last month-through Renatinho
but Evergrande’s Brazilian trio secured
the three points for the seven-time
champions. Anderson Talisca levelled the
scores in the 28th minute to claim his

seventh goal in four games since moving
to China from Benfica before a pair of
goals from Paulinho either side of
Ricardo Goulart’s strike ensured that
Eran Zahavi’s injury time penalty was
academic. Evergrande are now on 30
points and level with big-spending rivals
Shanghai SIPG, who were surprise 1-0
losers against struggling Dalian Yifang.
Yannick Carrasco scored the only goal
of the game to ensure Dalian won for
the first time since late May to ease the
pressure on coach Bernd Schuster.

The results mean both SIPG and
Evergrande are three points behind
Beijing with a game in hand after their
meeting with one another last month
was postponed until Sept 18 due to bad
weather. Jiangsu Suning kept the leading
group in sight with a 3-1 win over bot-
tom club Guizhou Zhicheng with three
goals in the final 18 minutes-including
one for China international Wu Xi-seal-
ing the points for Cosmin Olaroiu’s team.
Chris Coleman’s difficult start to life in
Chinese football continued as his Hebei
China Fortune side slipped to a 2-1 loss
against Tianjin Teda.

The former Wales manager was
appointed during the World Cup break
and has yet to win a Super League game
in five attempts, drawing three and los-
ing twice. Ayoub El Kaabi gave
Coleman’s side the lead from the penalty
spot 18 minutes into the game but Frank
Acheampong equalized for Tianjin
before Xie Weijun hit the winner two
minutes from time. Henan Jianye took
the three points from their encounter
with Tianjin Quanjian with a 2-1 win
while Beijing Renhe were held to a 1-1
draw by Chongqing Lifan and
Changchun Yatai drew 1-1 with
Shanghai Shenhua. — Reuters

Beijing retain
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draw with
Shandong

LONDON: Cristiano Ronaldo’s debut for
Juventus is among a series of games from
Serie A and Spain’s La Liga to be broadcast
for free on Facebook in the UK and Ireland
this season. UK rights holders Eleven Sports
announced yesterday it had reached an
agreement with the social media giant that
will see at least one live match from both
leagues broadcast every week on the net-
work’s own Facebook page.

The deal is just the latest step towards
the online sector securing lucrative live
football contracts after Amazon secured the
rights to show 20 Premier League matches

a season for three years in the UK, starting
from the 2019/20 season in June. Five-time
World Player of the Year Ronaldo will make
his Serie A debut at Chievo on August 18
with Atletico Madrid’s La Liga opener at
Valencia two days later and Barcelona’s visit
to Valladolid on August 25 also among the
matches scheduled for free-to-air viewing.

“This partnership reflects our commit-
ment to helping broadcasters reach new
audiences, build their brands and deliver a
great viewing experience for sports fans on
Facebook,” said Rhys Beer, Facebook’s live
sports programming lead for Europe, the
Middle East and Africa. Last week Eleven
Sports, owned by Leeds United chairman
Andrea Radrizzani, announced a monthly
online subscription for all of its content will
cost £5.99 a month or an annual fee of
£59.99. The first two days of golf’s fourth
major of the season, the PGA Championship,
will also be broadcast for free via the Eleven
Sports Facebook page. — Reuters
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